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Our History is a Treasure:
Chapter Thirteen By Jan Otten
this time when i reached into my history treasure Chest, i
pulled up a yellowed, ragged edged, official looking document
dated 1815 and entitled “don eusebio M. Gomez royal Land
Grant.” this document was awarded by the King and Queen of
spain.
naturally, my first thought was, “what is a royal Land Grant?”
and followed that with, “who was don eusebio Gomez”. and,
of course, “what does this have to do with hobe sound?” well,
i started doing my research and learned quite a bit about this
important transaction that was a major part of hobe sound
history.
according to wikipedia: “A land grant is a gift of real estate –
land or its use privileges – made by a government or other
authority as an incentive, means of enabling works, or as a
reward for services to an individual, especially in return for
military service. Grants of land are also awarded to individuals
and companies as incentives to develop unused land in
relatively unpopulated countries.”
apparently, during the late 1700s and early 1800s, the spanish
territory of La florida, was sparsely populated and considered
vulnerable. therefore, beginning in about 1783 until 1821,
spain offered land grants to anyone who settled in their colony
of La florida. Land grants were also offered to certain individuals
as a reward, thereby encouraging settlement. when the united
states acquired the spanish territory in 1821 by treaty, it agreed
to honor all valid land grants. the result of that agreement led
to several years of litigation over the validity of many of those
Land Grants. residents had to prove the validity through
documentation and testimonials. Grantees were required to
provide a description of land granted; date of grant; size of
grant; property boundaries; and proof of residency and
cultivation. Because of these requirements, the records contain
surveys and plats, copies of royal grants, testimonials,
correspondence, deeds, wills, and translations of spanish
documents. since many of the grants conflict and overlap with
each other, not all of the information in the records can be
considered accurate. some of the surveys were not verified on
the ground, nor was there a complete survey of florida until the
late 1820s.

there is not a lot known about don eusebio Maria Gomez.
apparently, he was “a merchant-shipper and defender of St.
Augustine” and in 1815 received a royal grant by King
fernando Vii of spain of approximately 12,000 acres “for
services to the crown.” the land known as the “Gomez Grant”
covered an area of approximately 8,000 acres on the mainland
surrounding the Loxahatchee and indian rivers, and
additionally the narrow strip of barrier island between the st.
Lucie inlet and the Jupiter inlet that is now called Jupiter
island. (Yes, imagine, at one point in time one man owned all

continued on page 6
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All the answers contain the word “heart”
a kind and generous, 24-karat disposition
emotionally rewarding or uplifting
america’s central region
1956 elvis Presley hit
Carson McCullers 1940 debut novel
Lead single on Bruce springsteen’s 1980 album The River
acid reflux
tommy Petty’s band
Alice in Wonderland’s foul-tempered monarch
traditional central cooking and heating area in a home
to show one's emotions very openly
Joseph Conrad’s 1899 novella
Overwhelmingly frightening or emotionally gripping
a celebrity known for his good looks
acting with little effort or enthusiasm
dee Brown's history of native americans the late 19th century
Military decoration awarded to one wounded or killed while serving
Young, romantic couple
King of england from 1189 to 1199
Central core of a tree trunk
a person considered to be dangerously softhearted
Popular song featured in the 1913 musical Ziegfeld Follies
short story by edgar allan Poe, first published in 1843
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Cupid’s Arrow will soon land
on February 14th.
We have one of a kind gifts for your
one of a kind LOVE.

MADE WITH HOBE SOUND BEACH SAND

Fashion jewelry that is
beautiful and affordable.
Something for
your every love.
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Chapter Thirteen

hint: all answers Can be found in the Chapter Thirteen article.

Across

3.
6.
10.
11.
15.
17.
18.
19.
21.
22.



surname of the man who purchased 4,000 of the acres granted in 1822
Gomez received the grant in part because he was a what of st. augustine
what kind of document transferred title from spain to the united states
Gomez left florida to go to what country
surname of the author of the book The History of Jupiter Island
spanish title of respect for a man of means, nobility or education
word preceding florida during spanish-owned years
what kind of plantation was established on the Gomez granted land
Jupiter island is what kind of island
surname of the man who originally purchased 8,000 acres


from Gomez









Down
1.

2.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.
12.
13.
14.
16.
20.



the Gomez Grant extended approximately 3 and 3/4 miles
west of the what
Grantees had to prove the what of their title to the land
first name of Gomez

Gomez sold 8,000 acres for how many dollars
per acre

when Gomez left florida 4,000of his acres
remained how
establishment of what in florida helped
the plantations to flourish
a land grant is a what for services, especially
military service
the florida territory was considered sparsely
populated and what
name of the King of spain who granted the land to
Gomez
the Gomez grant stretches from the st. Lucie inlet
to what other inlet
what other location in the u.s. is named hobe
sound
the land was granted to Gomez for "services to the what"
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Exclusive!!
2022 Hobe Sound Murals Collectible
15-Month Calendar.
#1! Hobe Sound Beach (2009), Island Beverage/Hobe Sound Beach Shop, 9128 SE Bridge Road
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This calendar is produced to
showcase the unique murals that
adorn many of Hobe Sound’s
buildings and also to honor the
vision and extraordinary talent
of Hobe Sound’s mural artist,
Nadia Utto.

Have you seen our

“Tickle Me Tees”?

we are now featuring
reaLLY sOft Bamboo
tees and tanks
Blank or Custom – Your Choice

All ready as
“Grab & Go”
shirts—perfect
for gifts

sure to make you laugh and lift your spirits!!
if you would like to have the hobe sound Beach shop’s turtle times mailed to your
home or business, please call us with your address 772-245-8940
or email jan@hobesoundbeachshop.com
Just for fun... ANSWERS
a kind and generous, 24-karat disposition heart Of GOLd
emotionally rewarding or uplifting heartwarMinG
america’s central region heartLand
1956 elvis Presley hit heartBreaK hOteL
Carson McCullers 1940 debut novel the heart is a LOneLY hunter
Lead single on Bruce springsteen’s 1980 album The River hunGrY
heart
acid reflux heartBurn
tommy Petty’s band the heartBreaKers
Alice in Wonderland’s foul-tempered monarch Queen Of hearts
traditional central cooking and heating area in a home hearth
to show one's emotions very openly heart On One’s sLeeVe
Joseph Conrad’s 1899 novella heart Of darKness

Overwhelmingly frightening or emotionally gripping heart stOPPinG
a celebrity known for his good looks heartthrOB
acting with little effort or enthusiasm haLf-hearted
dee Brown's history of native americans the late nineteenth century BurY
MY heart at wOunded Knee
Military decoration awarded to one wounded or killed while serving PurPLe
heart
Young, romantic couple ChiLdhOOd Or hiGh sChOOL sweethearts
King of england from 1189 to 1199 riChard the LiOnhearted
Central core of a tree trunk heartwOOd
a person considered to be dangerously softhearted BLeedinG heart
Popular song featured in the 1913 musical Ziegfeld Follies PeG O’ MY heart
short story by edgar allan Poe, first published in 1843 the teLL-taLe heart

Hobe Sound Toasters

Club #1206922 of Toastmasters International

Richard W. Otten, DTM
President Emeritus/Founder

Open to the Public
•
•
•
•
•

Become a More effective Communicator
sharpen Management skills
develop Leadership Potential
reduce the “Public speaking Butterflies”
Learn to speak with Greater Confidence

For more information about Hobe Sound Toasters contact Richard Otten
tel: 561-385-3715 or email: dancensound1@gmail.com or Visit: 1206922.toastmastersclubs.org
For more information about Toastmasters International
Visit www.toastmastersinternational.com
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Our History is a Treasure: Chapter Thirteen
of Jupiter island.) the grant extended approximately three- and
three-quarter miles west from the coast.
there are conflicting reports as to whether don eusebio Gomez
ever visited the bestowed land, but possibly just considered it a
hidden asset. while other reports state that he actually lived on
and cultivated a portion of the land. it is known, however, that in
about 1821 he sold 8,000 acres of the property to Joseph
delespine for $1 an acre. and therein lies another conflict of
reports. some say that Jupiter island was included in that sale
while others say it was excluded. Based on the sale of his
remaining land, by his heirs in 1892 it appears that Jupiter island
was not included in the original sale to Joseph delespine.
in any event, Joseph delespine, in about 1822, disposed of half
the acreage to Michael Lazarus for $4,000. and then just two
years later, Lazarus sold all interest in his 4,000 undeveloped
acres for the unbelievable sum of $50,000. Gomez left florida for
Cuba, with 4,000 of his granted acres unsold.
florida eventually became a territory of the united states with
the adams-Onis (florida Purchase) treaty, also called the
transcontinental treaty, signed february 22, 1819, and ratified by
spain's government and the u.s. Congress in february 1821.
the treaty gave the united states territorial control over both
east and west florida in return for american assumption of $5
million in liability for damages done by americans who had
rebelled against spain.
in addition, because so many people who were living in florida
had already obtained land from the spanish authorities, the
treaty had a unique provision. in article Viii, it provided that: “All
the grants of land made before the 24th of January, 1818, by
(the King of Spain), or by his lawful authorities, in the territories
ceded by his Majesty to the United States, shall be ratified and
confirmed to the persons in possession of the lands” and that
those prevented by circumstances from fulfilling the conditions of
the grants “shall complete them within the terms limited.”
Grants after January 24, 1818, were declared null and void.
in 1822, the Board of Land Commissioners was established to
verify titles and claims to land in east and west florida. the
board confirmed or rejected these claims, as claimants had to
prove their ownership.
in spite of the article Viii provision agreeing to honor land grants
when the united states assumed control of florida in 1821, the
Gomez claim was challenged for various reasons, eventually to
be settled by the u.s. supreme Court. Gomez finally attained
clear title several years later, with the properties undeveloped.
an interesting, and somewhat amusing fact was reported in
The History of Jupiter Island written by Jupiter island resident,
Joseph V. reed: “At the court hearing to establish the validity
of title for the land a witness asked, ‘But how did the United
States get possession of this land from Spain, and what right
had Spain to it in the first place?’” To answer the question,
the examiner turned to an old tome on land titles and read to
the court:

“The United States acquired this land from
Spain by treaty in 1820. Spain acquired
possession of the land by virtue of the fact
that Christopher Columbus in 1492
discovered and claimed it for Spain.
6

continued from page 1

Columbus got his authority for making his
voyage and discovery from Ferdinand and
Isabella, the King and Queen of Spain.
Ferdinand and Isabella got their authority
for sponsoring the voyage from the Pope of
Rome.
The Pope of Rome got his authority by
virtue of the fact that he said he was the
vicar of Christ on Earth.
Christ got his authority by the fact He was
the Son of God.
And God created the Earth.”
“’Such is the pedigree of Jupiter Island’”
in 1892, intending to develop a pineapple plantation, a group of
englishmen known as the indian river Pineapple and Coconut
Growers association, or simply irPCGa, purchased land from the
heirs of don eusebio M. Gomez.
sales of coconuts from existing palms was minimally successful
on Jupiter island. By 1895, with the construction of flagler's
railway, at least 50 individuals would have flourishing pineapple
plots in hobe sound.

Some Trivia of interest:
• today we relate the name “Gomez” with a main
north/south corridor – Gomez avenue. On the southern
end of Gomez avenue, one finds the hobe sound
elementary school, the hobe sound early Learning Center,
as well as the hobe sound Bible Church, academy and
College. Continuing north are many lovely gated and
ungated communities, some on the east side located on
the intracoastal waterway with canals running between
some of the homes. also, just off Gomez avenue on the
north end is the Jimmy Graham Boat Launch Park and the
Peck Lake Park. the east side of Gomez avenue is referred
locally as the “wet side” and the west side as the “dry
side.” in addition, some communities within hobe sound
have maintained the Gomez name.
• there is no other location in the u.s. named hobe sound.
• florida became the 27th state on March 3, 1845
Word Origin for DON
Noun
a spanish title equivalent to Mr : placed before a name to
indicate respect
the origin of this word comes from the Latin dominus (which is
translated as owner or sr). in spain, this was considered a title,
reserved only for the royalty or a noble. the treatment gradually
changed; at the verge of 19th century and beginning of the 20th,
people with means (economically powerful) or with a recognized
education level (regardless of the background) came to be
addressed as don (male) or doña (female)
some of the sources of information for this article include:
wikipedia; florida state Library and archives: florida Memory;
History of Jupiter Island by Joseph V. reed; writings of denise
K. Cummings in “new Media/new Methods”; and tC Palm,
hobe sound historical Vignettes

Map showing the Don
Eusebio Gomez Land Grant,
courtesy of the Florida
State Library and Archives.
This section
is the original
Gomez grant

1815 don eusebio M. Gomez
receives Land Grant award
from King of spain
1821 La florida becomes a
territory of the united
states by treaty
1821 Gomez sells 8,000 acres to
delespine for $1 per acre
1822 delespine sells 4,000 acres
to Lazarus for $1 per acre
1824 Lazarus sells his 4,000 acres
for $50,000
1845 florida becomes the 27th
state
1892 Gomez heirs sell the last
remaining 4,000 acres,
including Jupiter island, to
the indian river Pineapple
and Coconut Growers
association
1895 flagler’s railway comes
through hobe sound and
greatly impacts the area
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Real Estate Corner – Happy New Year!
according to Zillow(through sep 30, 2021). Looking forward, the
company forecasts that home prices will rise by 13.6% over the
next year.

2022 is here already and let us all hope and pray for a better year
than the past two. May the COVid-19 be history and life get
back to its old social mingling as i for one am tired of watching
people get vaccinated on tV and living with doom over their
heads!

as inflation increases, interest rates also tend to rise, because
central banks usually raise short-term interest rates, in an effort to
“fight inflation.”

the real estate market has the lowest inventory in history. home
prices are at record breaking height! the good news is mortgage
rates are still low, however that is bound to change shortly, and
the rates will climb up as inflation gets higher!

real estate prices tend to rise during periods of inflation caused
by rising prices and excess money supply. to help offset the loss
of purchasing power of the dollar, some investors use real estate
as an inflation hedge to generate yield above the rate of inflation
by locking in low long-term mortgage interest rates, exporting
inflation to tenants by raising rents, and profiting from the
potential increase in home prices over the longer term.

what does inflation mean?
inflation is the rate of increase in prices for a set of goods or
services over a certain period of time, usually a year. according
to the u.s. Bureau of Labor statistics, the 12-month change in
selected categories of consumer prices has increased by 6.2% as
of October 2021, more than double the fed’s publicized inflation
target of 2%.

taking into consideration inflation and rising mortgage rate
perhaps now in early 2022 is the time to sell your home and
purchase another more suitable home for yourself or to rent out
for a long-term investment!

another way of thinking about inflation is that the purchasing
power of each dollar is reduced because prices are rising.

as a final note “PLease COVid Be GOne and Let’s Get
BaCK tO the Great Life hOBe sOund has tO Offer us
aLL!”

as the federal reserve reports, since 1913 the average
purchasing power of the consumer dollar in u.s. cities has
declined by about 96.5%. in other words, $1 a little over 100
years ago is only worth just 3 ½ cents today.

Just sayin’!
Rich Otten, PSA, C2EX
the Keyes Company
5693 se Crooked Oak avenue
hobe sound, fL 33455
561-385-3715
richardotten@keyes.com

the fact that a dollar buys less as time goes on is one reason why
it costs more to gas up a car, buy a gallon of milk, rent a home,
or purchase a single-family rental property than it did even a few
short years ago.

How inflation affects real estate
in less than 10 years, the value of a typical middle price tier
single family house in the u.s. has increased by over 90%,

Chapter Thirteen Answers
Across
3. surname of the man who purchased 4,000 of the acres granted in
1822. LaZarus
6 Gomez received the grant in part because he was a what of st.
augustine defender
10 what kind of document transferred title from spain to the united
states treatY
11 Gomez left florida to go to what country CuBa
15 surname of the author of the book The History of Jupiter Island
reed
17 spanish title of respect for a man of means, nobility or education
dOn
18 word preceding florida during spanish-owned years La
19 what kind of plantation was established on the Gomez granted
land PineaPPLe
21 Jupiter island is what kind of island Barrier
22 surname of the man who originally purchased 8,000 acres from
Gomez deLesPine
Down
1 the Gomez Grant extended approximately 3 and 3/4 miles west
of the what COast
2 Grantees had to prove the what of their title to the land VaLiditY
4 first name of Gomez euseBiO
5 Gomez sold 8,000 acres for how many dollars per acre One
7 when Gomez left florida 4,000 of his acres remained how
unsOLd
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8
9
12
13
14
16
20

establishment of what in florida helped the plantations to flourish
raiLwaY
a land grant is a what for services, especially military service
reward
the florida territory was considered sparsely populated and what
VuLneraBLe
name of the King of spain who granted the land to Gomez
fernandO
the Gomez grant stretches from the st. Lucie inlet to what other
inlet JuPiter
what other location in the u.s. is named hobe sound nOne
the land was granted to Gomez for "services” to the what
CrOwn

Senior Moments
89.9 FM WCNO
Saturdays
8:45 am
Jeff & Mary
Williams
772-631-7550

Going My Way?
it’s once again the time of year that we sea turtle biologists get
a little break from the long and often hectic nesting season, get
a chance to take stock of the data we’ve collected, and set our
sites on upcoming projects. while we take a rest, however, this
new season’s cohort of adult sea turtles are currently preparing
to undertake their nesting migrations, often traveling hundreds
and even thousands of miles to instinctively arrive at an
appropriate beach somewhere near the one that they had once
themselves walked on as hatchlings. here in florida, the first
turtles to arrive will be the leatherbacks (many arriving from
cold northern waters), followed by the loggerheads (most
coming from the Bahamas), and then the greens (many from
populations residing in florida Bay).

sometimes overlooked, however, are the myriads of organisms
that call the outside of a sea turtle home, who benefit by
cleverly traveling the seas while their hosts do all the work!
Collectively known as ‘epibiota’, nature is full of organisms that
thrive on the exteriors of other organisms. Like it or not, your
body’s skin is currently inhabited by over 1000 species of
bacteria, and around 80 species of fungi - on your heels alone!
though perhaps kinda gross at first, don’t worry, you’ll be
fine...in fact, they are, collectively, partly responsible for
keeping you fine. Often working together with our own skin’s

immune system, this virtual army of tiny partners, known as
symbionts, have evolved together with us to form a living layer
of extra defense on our skin that helps protect us from non-stop
invasions of harmful pathogens. Like us, sea turtles host quite a
variety of symbionts, but unlike us, they are not limited to just
microorganisms, they can actually host entire ecosystems right
on their shells!
recent studies have shed increasing light on the varied flora and
fauna that reside on sea turtles, and the species list is growing
all the time. remember, though, that the turtles didn’t start out
with their passengers, which makes things all the more
fascinating. Much like the gradual colonization of a freshlycreated volcanic island, plant and animal species arrive over
time (either actively or passively) in hopes of finding unoccupied
niches. Once there, they begin to compete with one another,
forming the basis of an isolated ecosystem. some species of
barnacles, for example, have become so specialized that they
can only be found on certain kinds of sea turtles, making their
existence fully reliant on their ability to locate these moving
underwater ‘islands of life’ in the vastness of the oceans. Once
aboard, however, those privileged enough to have found a spot
may not be able to move very far themselves, but unlike island
residents, allow their hosts to extend their ranges by thousands
of square miles, sometimes even across entire ocean basins.
the types and quantities of epibiota the turtles carry provide life
history clues concerning their past whereabouts and even their
physical health; for example, it’s quite common for debilitated
sea turtles to present with excessive barnacle and algae loads,
which is indicative of inactivity and abnormal floating. as time
goes by, we look forward to unlocking more mysteries about
what these diverse organisms can teach us about the turtles.
Call them what you will... stowaways, maybe even freeloaders;
but survival comes hard in nature, and sometimes being clever is
the answer! Organisms associate in all sorts of ways, some to
the harm of others, some to the benefit of others, and some mix
it up a bit. there is, however, strength in cooperation, and we
can turn to the study of sea turtles to help understand how such
vastly different organisms can so effectively co-evolve to create
these fascinating partnerships. Like the barnacle always says,
‘just stick to it, you’ll get there’!
Submitted by Larry Wood, Ph.D.
research Coordinator
national save the sea turtle foundation
www.savetheseaturtle.org

Homes, Condos, Wind Mit,
Drone Photography

Jef Otten

(772) 485-4051

www.hawksbillinspections.com
hawksbillinspections@yahoo.com
License # HI13141
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Guest Contributor
Relief from NEUROPATHY without drugs or surgery
neurOPathY, a condition where nerves are damaged causing
weakness, burning pain, numbness, tingling, and debilitating balance
challenges is called Peripheral neuropathy. several different problems
in the body such as poor blood flow to the nerves, toxic levels of sugar
in the blood (diabetes), cancer, chronic infections, pesticide exposure
and genetic variants are a few of the causes of this debilitating nerve
damaging condition. the cause for every patient is different but it must
be determined in order for the nerves to heal!

Can peripheral nerves heal?
scientific literature well establishes that peripheral nerves can and do
heal. Getting the nerves healing and stopping whatever is causing the
nerve damage in the first place are the key issues. to optimize the
ability for the nerves to heal properly the underlying cause of the
neuropathy must be fixed as well as proper support for the nerves.
three major factors must be determined in order to effectively heal
nerve damage:
• what is the underlying cause of the nerve damage?
• how severe is the nerve damage?
• what types of nerve fibers are damaged?
dr. Leon Gonyo d.C. f.i.a.M.a. with stuart family Chiropractic &
acupuncture Center has incorporated a neuropathy treatment that
provides excellent results for those suffering from this debilitating
condition.

Four main goals of treatment
1. improve the environment within the body for nerve
healing.
2. increase blood flow to the nerves.
3. stimulate the nerves that are damaged (small fiber,
large diameter, or motor nerves) to reduce pain and
improve balance.
4. decrease brain-based pain.
dr. Gonyo’s unique treatment system increases blood flow to
the nerves in the feet and/or hands, which helps to repair
nerves naturally and has returned many of his patient’s feet
and/or hands to normal.
for more details, call the office at 772-781-0193 and ask for
shelly.
Dr. Leon Gonyo, D.C. F.I.A.M.A.
stuart family Chiropractic
& acupuncture Center
6094 s.e. federal highway
stuart, florida
772-781-0193
stuartfamilychiro.com

The Framery

inC.

Art Restoration
Cynthia L. Cooper
Proprietor

8946 se Bridge road
hobe sound, fL 33455
772-546-3424
theframeryinc.net

Custom Framing Doesn’t Need to be Expensive!

Joyce L. Herb
Design Consultant

All Flooring
Wallpaper
Fabrics
Window Treatments
joycelherb123@aol.com
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Cell: 772-214-2294
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Serving Stuart, FL And All Surrounding Areas

Neuropathy Evaluation
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9128 SE Bridge Road Hobe Sound, FL 33455

See page 3 for lots
of Valentine’s Day
gift ideas
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The Seaside Siblings
Barbara Kleine McLaughlin
Owner/CFO

George M. Kleine
Owner/President/Chief desiGner

Janet Kleine Otten
ManaGinG editOr/GeneraL ManaGer

The Seaside Sales Staff
Linda Perkins MerChandisinG
Priya Bhattar saLes and PrOduCtiOn
frankie sanders saLes
shareese Grace saLes, PrOduCtiOn, iLLustratiOn

The Seaside Everything Guy
Barry McLaughlin

The Seaside Contributing Writers
Janet Kleine Otten
George Kleine
rich Otten, Psa, C2eX
Larry wood, Ph.d.
dr. Leon Gonyo, d.C. f.i.a.M.a.

Turtle Times Distribution
workson Louis-Jeune

Turtle Times Design
nancy Lee, Brown Bird studio

Hobe Sound Beach Shop Store Hours
Monday through Saturday 10am-6pm • Sunday 12noon-4pm
(772) 245-8940 • hobesoundbeachshop.com

